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Abstract：A method for temfinal sliding mode control de5i is discussed．As we know，one ofthe strong points ofterminal 

sliaing  mode control is its finite-time convergence to a given equilibrium of the system under consideration，which may be useful in 

specific appfications ．The proposed method ，different from many e)ds血培 terminal s~ang model control deSi methods，is stud- 

ied．and then ffedback hws are designed for a class ofnonlinear systems，along 、Ⅳidl illustrative examples． 
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1 IntroduetiOll 

Variable structure system control，aS one ofthe most ac— 

tive research areas of contro1 theory and one ofthe power- 

ful practical tools，has been studied for many decades．Slid— 

ing mode controllers are constructed in order to keeD con- 

trolled systems to given constraint surfaces and also make 

the systems  insensitive to some certain extemal and internal 

disturbances．Many results on sliding mode contro1 and its 

extensions can be found in the literature including l 1～4 1． 

Recent years have also witnessed an increasing interest in 

terminal sliding mode contro1． may be due to the fact 

that this non-smooth feedback ma y possess faster convergent 

rates(related to finite-time convergence)and superior ro— 

bustness properties in practice．Terminal sliding mode con— 

trol approach is to render the close&loop system finite-time 

to converge in finite time to the desired position ofthe sys— 

tern under consideration，rather than only to a sliding sur- 

face．In this way，the dynamic response ofthe closed-loop 

sys~m ma y be improved．Theorefcal results and their ap- 

plication to robotic systems  can be foun d in the references 

like l5～8 J，though the contro1 methods may cause singu- 

larity problems．15]proposed a two-phase control scheme 
to avoid the singuhrity oftheir original control law．Also， 

【7 J proposed another idea to construct the discontinuous 
sliding modes with finite time convergence

． In addition，it 

is worthwhile to point out that，besides discontinuous ce卜 

minal sliding mode contro1，continuous firfite-fime contro1 

draws much research attention as well 1 9～12 I． 
e aim ofthe paper is to give a new approach to termi— 

nal sliding mode controller，which ma y remove singularities 

outside of sliding surfaces．Tlle rest of the paper is orga- 

nized as follows ．In Section 2，the problem formulation is 

given，while in Section 3 theoretical results to construct 
sliding mode controllers and discussion on terminal slid~g 

mode control are shown．Then， in Section 4，terminal 

~iding mode control laws  are built for a class of nonlinear 

systems ．Finally．concluding n na s fire given in Section 5． 

Consider the nonlinear control system 

=  )+g( )M，M∈R， ∈R ， 

Let s：R be a continuous fimction and the sliding 

surface is defied as S={ ∈R ：s( )=0}．The COITe- 

sponding motion，satisfying s( )；0，is called．a slid~．g 
dynamics、Ⅳjth respect to the constraint fimction s．Con- 

ventionally，an ideal sliding motion on the sliding mode is 

described as 

，s( )=0， 
【 ( )= gu8( )=0． 

In other words，S should be invariant ifpossible feedback， 

called an equivalent control，can be constructed． 

Th e basic idea of slin g mode control is as follows． 

Choose a sliding manifold；then use the sliaing mode con- 

tro1 to drive the state outside ofthe manifold into the mani- 

fold；finally，using Mea to render the state in the slid~g 

mode along the plane to the desired equilibrium．Th ere- 

fore，the stability problem basically chal1{罾eS to a problem 

how to find a suitable s mode and a sUdir~ mode 

controller 

， 
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with ：( 1，⋯， ) ∈R ，A(X)smooth，andj~(0) 

= 0 for i= 1，⋯ ，n． 

The sliding mode design procedure call be divided 

mugldy into two main steps： 

1)Find a sliding surface satisfying transverse condition， 

t}lat is．there is an i such that 

≠ 0， (2、／ 3 ， ＼ 

(without loss of generality，we take i= n in the seque1) 

and that s( )E 0 implies —’O； 

2)Construct a stabilizing feedback law in the form of 

“( )： 

Most sliding mode control laws usually make the con— 

trolled system(1)converge to their sliding surfaces in finite 

time， and then， along the sliding surfaces ， the systems 

converges to the equilibrium =0 of system (1)；Is time 
goes to infinity．However，terminal sliding mode control 

laws  achieve more by steering the states to reach the equi— 

librium in finite time． 

Definition 1 Consider a system 

= f( )+g( )u， ∈ ， (3) 

wheref(0)=0 and g(O)≠o．u：／2( )is called a丘一 
nite-time convergent controller ifthe equilibrium  ： 0 of 

the closed-loop system (3)under this feedback law is丘一 

nite-fime convergent，namely， for any initial condition 

x(0)= 。∈ R ，there is a settling time T≥0，which 

satisfies： 

limx(t；0， 。)=0， 
f—+ ? 

and 

(t；0， 。)=0，if t> T 

for every solution (t；0， 0)to the closed-loop system 

(3)．Moreover，if the controller is also a sliding mode 

controller·it 1S called a terminal sliding mode controller． 

In what follows ，for simplicity，we assunle that s is se— 

lected in the following form  to satisfy the transverse condi— 

tion(2)： 

s( )= 一h(x1，⋯， 一1)，h(0，⋯，0)=0， 

where h( 1，⋯， n一1)is a conu。nuous function．Thus， 

s( )is obtained once h( )is fixed．Here we give an as— 

sumpdon for the selection ofh( )，that is， 

I h(x1，⋯，‰一1)I< +￡0∑ I I (4) 
i=1 

for suitable positive numbers K0 and L0． 

Many choices of sliding modes satisfy condition(4)． 

For example，s( )：∑口 is a widely used f0nn，and 

quite obvious and therefore omitted here． 

Lemma 1 For any0< a < 1 and Mo>0，there is a 

M1> 0 such that I z I。≤ Mo+M1 I z I holds for all z 

∈ 曼． 

Lemma 2 Suppose that a，b，and m > 1 are all posi— 

tive numbers．Then(am+bm) m≤ a+b． 

Denote sgn(。)as the sign function．Then we have a 

reset related to the convergence to sliding surfaces for sys- 

tem (1)： 

Theorem 1 Ifthe sliding surface S is taken with h( ) 

satisfying(4)，then the control law 

“=一 ( )+ ， (5) 

where 
n一1 

： 一 K(1+∑ l ( )1)sgn(s)， 

K >max {L0，1}，s≠0， (6) 

will ensure that the system (1)reaches S in finite~Tl_e． 
Proof Th e task，in fact，is to prove that，for any inj— 

tial condition (O)≠0 with s( (O))≠0，feedback(5) 

can make s( (t))=0 in finite tilTle． 

Let x(O)= 。=(xo，⋯， 一1， 0 )be the initial con— 

dition．Th e trajectory with the initial condition is denoted 

by (t；0， (O))，or (t)for simplicity． 

We first study the case when s( (O))>0，namely， 0 

>h(xo，⋯，xo 。一 1)．We will prove that there is T>0 

such that s( (T))=0 by contradiction． 

Suppose that there is not any T>0 such that s( ( )) 
= 0．Because s( (O))>0 and s( (t))is continuous， 

s( (t))>0 for any t>0，namely，‰(t)>h( 1(t)， 
⋯

， n一1(t))for any t>0．Therefore， 
n一1 

： 一 K(1+∑ I ji(x)I)sgn(s) 

： 一 K(1+∑ I ( )I)． (7) 

Integrating both sides of(7)gives 

(f)一 ：一Kf—K rI ( )I df 
i一1 J 0 

≤ 一 K t— K 

n-1

· dt 

n--1 n一1 

≤一 一K∑ I (tK t K t)I+K?一--2 I 0 I， ≤一 一 I ()I+ I I， 
i= 1 i= 1 

which implies 
n一1 n一1 

‰(f)≤一(Kt— 0 一K∑ I 0 I)一K∑ (f)I． 
= 1 =l 

Recall condition(4)，i．e．， 
n一1 

l h(x1，⋯，Xn-])<K0+￡0∑ l l． 
taking

，

go
、

= 1 and LO=max{口 ，i=1，⋯，n一1}will When 

make(4)hold． 

3 Main results ‘1> 

At first，tw o lemmas are in缸。duced，wh。se pr()。 are we haVe 
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(f1)<一 0一，J0 I (t1)I 
i= 1 

≤ h( l(t1)，⋯， 一l(t1))， 

that is，s( (t1))<0．This contradiction shows that there 

exists Tl>0 such that s( (T1))=0． 

Similarly，when s(x(0))<0，that is， 0 < h(xo， 

⋯

， 

0
n—1)，there is a T2>0 such that s( (T2))：0．Let 

T=max．{Tl，T2I，then the assertion follows． 口 
An important merit of s~ding mode control is that it 

provides robustness to uncertainties．Consider system (1) 

、vitl1 ，i= 1，⋯ ，n un certain．Suppose 

I ( )I≤ ( )，i= 1，⋯，n， 

where functions声 ( )，i： 1，⋯，n，are known and 

声 (0)may not be zero．Then we have 

Theorem 2 Ifh( I’⋯， 一1)satisfies(4)，we can 
take control law in the fornl of 

u( )：一 (1+∑ ( ))sgn(s)，s≠0 
i= 1 

(8) 

with K>max{ ，Lo，1}，such that the uncertain system 

(1)reaches S in finite time． 

Proof Consider the case when s( (0))>0 at first． 

Th en similar to(7)，we have 

：  ( )一K(1+∑声 (x))sgn(s) 
i= 1 

n—l 

≤一 (1+∑ ( ))， (9) 

because ( )一K ( )≤ 0(noting that K ≥ 1)． 

Th en，integrating both sides of(7)gives 

(f)： 0 一K f—K∑I‘ ( )dt， 
、 i=1 U 

and again， 

n—l 

(f)≤一(Kt— 0 一K∑ n—l I)
一 K∑ 

Th en，following the s~'le procedure ofthe proofofTheo— 

rem 1，we can reach the conclusion． 口 

Tennina／sliding mode control is to find a suitable s~ding 

surface such that the state outside ofthe selected sliding sur- 

face is finite-time convergent to it and the system state in 

the snamg surface tends to the equilibrium in finite time． 

Here we sketch our design idea as follows．At first，we se— 

lect s( )= n—h( l，⋯， 一1)such that it satisfies con— 

dition(4)and 

r l=fl( l，⋯， 一l，h)， 

I ： 1 
：  

一 2
( ⋯， l， )， (10) 

一 l= 一l( l，⋯， 一l，h)， 

is finite time convergent on S= { ∈ R ：s( )=0} 
(the selection of such h( )will be discussed—in next sec- 

tion)．Th en we use the control given in (5)or(8)to 
guarantee finite-time convergence to S and force the state 
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to move along S． 

Remark 1 Conventionally，we need to construct 

=u 。on S based on the knowledge ofA，i=1，⋯，n， 
which is taken to guarantee s( (t))；0 for any t≥ 0 

、vitl1 tl1e initial condition s( (0))=0．However，in some 
un certain situations， eq may not always keep an un certain 

system on the surface S。which may 1ead to some theoreti— 

cal problems．M oreover，the finite time convergence may 

result in the singularity of u 。(or equivalently in some 

sense，the existence problem of the shd surface S， 

which should be kept invariant by uea)，mostly for t}1ird 
or higher order systems ．Th erefore，uea may not be imple— 

mented in practice and the singu~ ty problem of terminal 

s~ding mode control may be essential an d ma y not be theo- 

retically solved with conventional ideas(Levant constructed 

s~ding modes 声 —1
． r 
and also commented “none of these 

s~amg modes really exists”in[7])，and the concepts from 
differential inclusions ma y have to be employed for under- 

standing． 

4 Construction of controllers 

In this section，based on the discussion in Section 3，we 

consider how to construct tennin~ ~iding mode controllers 

for a class of systems  in form of 

f l=xT'， l i 

1 ： ．．， 【 
：  ( )+ ， 

(11) 

where mi，i= 1，⋯ ，n一1 are positive odd integer． 

Remark 2 Th e terminal shd mode control for sys— 

terns in the form of(4)with ml= ⋯ = mn—l=1 has 

been studied([7])．In fact，the study can be carried out 

on the nonlinear systems with regular relative degrees (as 

did in 【3，7j)，which can be written in the form of： 

’ 

with (A， )controllable． 

As shown in 【5，6j，the exiting terminal sading modes 

for system(11)with ml=⋯ =mn—l=1 were usu,~Uy 
constructed in a recursive structure as follows： 

s0 l，⋯ ，sn—I n一2+ bn
_ 2s

(

n

q

—

n2-I n— 
， 

where(n—i一1)／(n—i)<qi+l／p +l<1 with P +l， 

qi+I，i=0，⋯ ，n一2 as positive odd integers and b >0， 

= 0，⋯ ，n一2．Th en the contro1 law is taken aS 

u= uea—Ksgn(s 一1)． (12) 

u q( )is given to keep s( (t))=0once s(x(O))=0， 

but this may not be satisfied because the s~ hrity prob- 
1ems of termina／sliding modes or un certainties will occur so 

as to make the feedback law(12)fail．In[7]，another 
idea for terminal sKding mode was given for the system 
、 tl1 ml= ⋯ = mn

—

l= 1．Denote 

N1
．

n =
l l l(n-I)／a

，

⋯

， 
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． 

= (I l I p／ +I 2 I p／‘n一。 +⋯ 

+I戈i—l I p／‘ 一 。))‘ 一 ／p 

for i= 1，⋯ ，n 一 1 and P > 0．Then the s~ding mode 

controller is given as 

u=一 ( )一3osgn( 一1，p)， (13) 

with properly chosen positive parameters ，i=0，1，⋯ ，n 

一 1 and a(recursive)sliding mode： 

声0．n=XI，⋯， 

f． = +l+ 
， 
sgn(声 —l， )， 

i=l，⋯ ，n一1， 

Our approach is different．Take s= 一h(Xl，⋯， 

一 1)with h= 一l such that 

≯。， 
{ ‘ (14) I 

n一2 = x
n

"

_

-  

【 
一 l=u 一l(t)= 一l( l，⋯， 一I) 

is finite-dme convergent to the ori咖 ．In fact，system 

(14)admits a continuous finite-dme convergent‘f eedback 
law’u 

一

l： Vn-I( l，⋯， 一1)(e．g．，[9，11，12])． 
111uS， 。ur design，we select h = l

n

／

一

m

l 

一  

in。ne of the 

fonm provided in l9，11 J．For example，we Call construct 

一

l baSed on： 
rI+l+ 0 

l=一li~l[ l一 ( ⋯， ) ] ，(15) 

where o 0，Z +l>0，for i= 0，⋯ ，n一2 are suitable 

~orlst~ts， 1 1，⋯ ， +l +k0>0，i=2，⋯ ，n一 

2 = - l< o，猢  

3o 1，卢fr +I≥ 一I ri， 

：  ， ： l，·一，n一2， 
‘ 6 

with P ，ql，i=0，⋯n一2 are positive odd integers l 11j． 

In this way，we first make system (14)Oil s~di．g SUr- 
rice S finite-time convergent．Moreover，the condition 

(4)for this h can also be verified usmg Lemmas 1 and 2 

(see the following examples for some details)．Then，with 

the control law in the form of(5)or(8)，dle state ouc． 

side of the slidiflg surface is finite-time convergent to the 
surface S．Hence，system (11)with s( ) = 一 

n—l( l，⋯， n—1)。 一l and its corresponding control law 

is finite-time convergent to the o~igin． 

Remark 3 Note that the terminal sliding mode fee 

back ofform (5)is different from (12)and has rio singu— 

larities when 5≠0．As the results g en in related reference 

including l6j and l7j，we have not solved theoretically 

the singu1aIit’r problem of u∞on S(for d1e existence of 

S)，either．In other words，our approach only removes 

the singularities outside of the s~dmg stlrface using Theorem 

l or 2 as discussed in Remark 1．However．for practical 

desi~gl，we may try some simple structures．For Instance， 

for third or higher order systems，on the surface S，we will 

e u： ( )，ill(x)= ( )+ ( )、Ⅳith ( ) 

unkiloWil． 

For illustration，we give tWO examples． 

Example 1 Consider a second order nonlinear 

sysrein： 

⋯  I 2= ( )+“， 

where inl> 0 is an odd integer． 

Take a condnuous fimcdon h(x1)=一戈}们ml 2)and 

d1en 

=戈，+戈}／(3ml 2)． 

Thus，for the en h，(4)can be satisfied with =3 

and Ln=2，due tO Lemma 1．Then we can take 

f—f2( )一3(1+I X2 I)sgn(s)， 

I if s≠0， 

( )：一 ( )+ +2)， 

【 if =0． 
(18) 

Then the system is convergent to the sliding$ur~ce in fi— 

nite time．Once on the sliding surface(s=0)，we have 
戈l 一 ‘ l 

，
which is finite-time convergent to zl 

0，that is，the ongm =0，because ofs=0．This direct- 

ly leads tO the finite-time convergence of the closed-loop 

system ． 口 

Example 2 Consider 

、 r I X2， 

{ 2= 3， (19) 
【 3= ( )+u． 

First，we employ the method in l6 J，and we have 

s0 l， sl s0 + s ， s2 l+ s ． 

Then the control law is given as 

“( )= Ueq( )一Ksgn(S2)，K >0， (20) 

with 

Next，consider our proposed method for terminal shding 

mode contro1．T e a continuous function 

( )=戈3+ l+戈§2， 

o < ： ． 
D 

When ∈ S(i．e．，s( )=0)，we have 

J l 
【 2=一 -一《：， 

which is finite-time convergent[9]．Moreover，for s( ) 
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giveD in(21)，(4)Call be satisfied with Ko 3 and L0 

2，due to Lemma 1．Then，by Th eorem 1，we can con- 

struct a feedback law ofform(5)，different from(20)， 

r一 ( )一3(1+I 2 I+I 3 I)sgn(s)， 

={M蜘： 。。 。 i。f #0 ,1I$-7~=L／,(22) 1 M蜘： 。1 。2 (22) L 
if s：0． 

(In the case when ( )is uDknown，the feedback can be 

taken ofform (8)based on Th eorem 2)．Th us，the sys— 
tern is convergent to the sliamg surface in finite time，and 

in the s1i曲 surface，the state gets to the equilibrium infi— 

nite time，which implies the finite-time convergence ofthe 

close&loop system．To avoid the singulmty(referring to 

Kemarks 1 and 3)，we may substitute(22)by a simple 
fom l： 

( )={一-f 3((x ))-，3i(f 『_ ． + 3 s s ，i s≠。， 
(23) 

Due to various uncertainties in reality，we cannot expect 

the exact finite-time convergence，but we call exp ect the 

faster convergent rate of this‘finite—time’controller around 

a given equilibrium than those of conventional‘asymptotic’ 

controllers(with fixed coefficients)．Fig．1 shows two cas— 
es

．

with 。1= 1／5 and 1，respectively．Note that when。1 

= 1，the sliaing mode control become asymptotic wi th a 

smooth function s( )(referring to Remark 4)，but tra— 

jectory under this control law is still with a little oscillation 

even around t=15，while~edback(23)makes the tra- 

jectory ah-nost become Xl 0 around t= 7．In other 
words．the convergence in the case of 01 1／5 remains 

faster than that in the case ofal 1． 口 

F ．1 l(￡)for initial conditions(2，一0．5，1) 
with i= 1／5 and 1，respective ． 

Remark 4 We would like to naake a comparison be— 

tween conventional methods and our design ideas in the de— 

sign of asymptotic slia~g modes for system (11)．It is 
known that a sliatng surface can be obtamed with 

s( )：∑c ， (24) 
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where c >0，i=1，⋯，n(usuany takiI1g c =1)are 

Hmwitz coefficients．Then the conventional controller is 

taken as 

( )=u 。( )一Ksgn(s)，K>0， 

where Ueq( )=一 ( )一∑C／X ．This control law 

will stabilize the system (11)[4]．On the other hand， 
since，for s given in(24)，(4)is also satisfied with Ko=0 

and Lo>max{c1，⋯，c }，an asymptotic sliamg mode 

controller in the form of(5)can be constructed wid1 our 

design method： 
n—l 

u( )：一 ( )一K(1+∑ I ⋯I)sgn(s)， 
i=l 

>max {L0，1}． 

From Th eorem 1，this sliaing mode controller can redder 

the system state to converge to the sliang surface in finite 

time，and then to the ori咖 as t ∞． 

5 Conclusions 

Terminal sh出ng mode control draws auention mostly 

because of its finite-time convergence to a given equilibri— 
UlTI，in ad~tion to its finite-time convergence to a CoITe— 

sponding sliding surface． In the paper， a new design 

method for terminal sliat~ mode control is proposed，and 

the global control design for some systems is shown．A1一 

though some results of terminal sliaiDg mode control have 

been successfully applied，to set up a complete theory for 

the analysis and design ofthese controUers to deal with the 

problems  including singul~ ty removal is still challenging． 
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